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when dorothea tanning discovered the
works of the french philosopher and

playwright ferdinand de saussure at age
seven, itinspired a love of words that has

transformed her life. she has since
dedicated her career to the study of

language and is a professor of linguistics
and comparative literature at the university
of michigan. in 2002, tanning founded the
concept store languagelab, a space where

people can spend time with books and
become immersed in language. it has since

grown into a global phenomenon, with
languagelab stores in new york, london and

tokyo, and more than 200 language-
themed pop-up stores in the us, japan,
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france and south korea. languagelab new
york has a foot in the door ofbookcourt, an

even bigger bookstore that opened this
summer in brooklyn. it’s a space where you
can buy language books, and buy them in

person. langulabny.com cp sublime,
sumptuous and beguiling, the villa ximénez
is an elegant bar and shop, its long, narrow
setting tucked away behind the cathedral

in themudéjar quarter ofvalladolid. the
focal point of the bodega is a vast, open

wooden bookcase, whose shelves are
packed with monastic tomes, rare tomes

and books of almost every type
imaginable. a series of small reading rooms
with ornate furniture invite visitors to linger
and discover the latest offerings, while the
back area hosts an assortment of antique

and antique-looking books.
ventavalladolid.com charlene prempeh
tucked away behind the entrance of the
boutique hotel “hotel la dolce vita”, the
store is a quiet oasis where visitors can
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enjoy a cuppa at the hotel’s own cafe,
moroni (closed on sundays) or relax with a

book in their room. there is no menu of
books, but the ones you do find are well

curated: novels, non-fiction, photography,
self-help, poetry and children’s books, plus
a substantial selection of film, music and
fiction. you’ll find titles ranging from the
obscure to the most talked about, from
authors such as abba eban and richard

powers to the latest releases from authors
such as nigella lawson and nick harkaway.

ladedolcevitahotel.com cp
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